Predictions

**DIRECTIONS:** What do you think happens next? Explain your answer using evidence from the text.

1. Rachel’s friends told her that Joshua really likes her. Rachel really likes Joshua, too. When he walks up to her in the cafeteria...

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

2. Ken didn’t study for his algebra test. He isn’t doing well in class, and if he fails another test, he won’t have any hope of saving his grade. In a panic, he glances around and sees that Ian, who does very well in the class, is sitting in such a way that Ken can clearly see Ian’s test paper...

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

3. Isabel has been very short and a bit sullen lately when Carter has called. She doesn’t smile at him anymore, and it’s starting to make Carter feel uncomfortable. He wants to ask Isabel if she is still his girlfriend, but when she comes up to him after school, she speaks to him first.

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________